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when shinji ikari is struck by a lightning bolt during the battle with iru and lilith, he awakens in a world which bears a striking resemblance to the one he left in evangelion: 2.0 you can (not) redo and the original world in evangelion . asuka langley soryu is now the head of the third child unit, remaining a virgin and still displaying her serious side, although she is much more energetic than she was before. asuka is suffering from a chronic pain in her abdomen, which she is referred to the kindaichi medical center for, which has left her unable to move properly. shinji is very protective of her, but asuka initially sees him as an annoyance. as they start to spend time together, they become closer, and their relationship eventually develops into love. she has a vision of shinji as a boy who first tried to save her life but was unable to, and she is content with her life. evangelion: 3.0+1.0 thrice upon a time is the fourth and final film in the
rebuild of evangelion movie series. it was originally to be released alongside 3.0 as a double feature, but later it was decided to be released separately. the musical symbol title could either mean end repeat, or simply end if the colon is part of the title. the evangelion: 3.0+1.0 thrice upon a time script was co-written by hideaki anno and hideaki anno. it is adapted from the manga of the same name by kaworu nagai. the film includes new characters, such as the angel-like rei, as well as returning characters from the original series, such as gendo ikari and asuka langley soryu. it also features the return of haruna ikezawa and shinji ikari as asuka's childhood friends. the plot revolved around gendo, who possesses the power of the third impact, and uses it to create a new world from the debris of the old, separate from the reality of the original world, and to save his son shinji from death. the plot is as follows:
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initially, in the anime adaptation of rebuild of evangelion, the film's opening animation was only used in the japanese version and was replaced with an edit of the opening animation from the first rebuild film. in the english version of the film, the opening animation was never shown. three voice actors - kanno yasuhiro, okamoto ryoutarou, and hamada yui - left the cast
before the release of rebuild of evangelion. kanno yasuhiro and okamoto ryoutarou were replaced by masaki terasawa and yuuya terakawa, respectively. hamada yui was replaced by natsumi takamori. the series revolves around two teenagers who discover that a female high school student, asuka langley soryu, possesses the same psychic ability as them. they learn that
the child, the brainwashed human hybrid asuka, has become the pilot of a giant robot, named evangelion, whose purpose is to fight the angel of death known as the "end of the world" angel that is destroying the human race. over the course of the series, shinji and asuka become involved in several adventures, including a battle with the "crying angel" and an attack from
the first angel, known as the "mother" angel, who is the mother of all the other angels. when shinji and asuka become stranded in space, they meet a third character named rei. in the beginning, the evangelions were created to destroy angels that had been unleashed on mankind by the alien race known as titans, who had come to earth and been given human bodies to

disguise themselves as humans. because of this, the angels had been considered to be the "enemy of mankind". since the titans were destroyed at the end of the series, the angels became the "enemy of humankind", which is the root of the conflict between the evangelions and their pilots. 5ec8ef588b
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